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Affiliated to Ulysses SA.
West Wits Chapter furthering the Brotherhood of biking whilst having fun doing it.

Age Restriction “40 SNL”
Rider Discretion Advised

PARADISE RALLY
SABIE
1 - 3 June 2018
The Fantastic Four that braved the Fog and Cold Morning to Ride to Sabie

From Left: Andre [West Rand], Sean [Comanches Mcc], Peter [Comanches Mcc, Road Captain], Allan [West Wits, Pres]
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January
02 - Boyd Smit
31 - Tania Spinnler
February
13 - Beatrix van Staden
24 - Hanelie Vermeulen
March
01 - Gert Nagel
04 - Trudie Ferguson
28 - Belinda Van Rhyn
April
07 - Gerald van Staden
22 - Petro Nagel
May
02 - Chris Jansen van Vuuren
24 - Valerie de Bruyn
June
01 - Hazel van der Merwe
06 - Nicky Oosthuizen
27 - Harold van Zyl
July
-NilAugust
03 - Noreen Jansen Van Vuuren
18 - Sean van der Merwe
23 - Allan Ferguson
September
13 - Mark Westcott

[Continued from page 1]

During the week prior to the Rally, Andre [Ulysses - West
Rand Chapter] had been enquiring as to who was going. Allan
had informed him that there were 5 people scheduled to
travel from Carletonville/Fochville to Sabie. Andre had indicated that he would like
to join in so as to ride with a group to Sabie. The Paradise Rally is for The Enthusiast’s Rally as during the day one leaves the rally site and goes riding the twisties
and sight seeing.

On Friday morning there were only 3 riders that left Carletonville at 08h00 to go
and meet up with Andre at Pinehaven Sasol Garage. Two persons had pulled out due
to bikes technical problems.

The mist along the R500 and N14 was extremely heavy and at times visibility was
very poor indeed with traffic moving along at a slow pace.

On arrival at Pinehaven Andre reported that Centurion & Pretoria has broadcasted
heavy mist and therefore recommended that we rather take the southern Joburg
highway along the N12 to Witbank and finally join up with the N4 before Witbank.

At 10h40 we arrived at
Petroport along the N12 and
after filling up the bikes
with fuel decided to have a
toasted egg & bacon for a
brunch as Sabie was still a
distance away.
We had decided to turn off
the N4 and to take our
chances with poor roads and
headed for Lydenburg so that
we could tackle the Long Tom

October
05 - Bernie Van Zyl
08 - Philip Van Rhyn
10 - Daleen Westcott
12 - Johan Basson
18 - Specs Vermeulen

pass going down hill. We arrived at the Long Tom Canon at
after 14h00 where we stopped
and took in the views, curios
and snapped some photos.

November
21 - Sakkie Viljoen
28 - Manda Oberholzer

The stops at sites were great
to help get the circulation going again.

December
11 - Andries Oberholzer

[Continue on Page 3]
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Whilst at the Long Toms we agreed that our next
stop will be at Sabie at the Floreat River Lodge.
The ride down the Long Tom pass
was great as there weren't many
trucks and vehicles on the road that
time of the day so we could play
nicely with the twisties.
We arrived at the Rally Site at just
after 15h00. After registration
complete we collect our key for the
room. Room 32 is ideal as it has a
lovely grassy section next to it
whereby tents can be pitched. Andre
duly pitched his tent. [Photo Below]

Person in the photo was purposely done. Took a couple of snaps to get it right.

The Lodge’s Room had a large Carport where we could park the 4
bikes under to avoid the mist so the bikes were dry in the morning. Photo below showing the mist beyond the trees.
Whilst standing and looking at the
bike tyres to see how much side wall
had been used navigating the
twisties we saw that Peter’s Kawa
ZX14 rear tyre was showing early
signs of canvas and would need to be
replaced.
The closest biking tyre shop was in
Nelspruit so Saturday morning early
Peter & Sean set off to Nelspruit to
have a new tyre fitted so we could
tackle the twisties to Graskop in the
afternoon.
[Continue on Page 4]
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Allan had before the Rally taken delivery of a new
2018 BMW R1200 GS Adventurer and had a limited
amount of kilometers allowed before the “Run-In Service”. The max allowable being 1,200 kms else the warrantee would be void. So tight planning had to be the
order of the weekend.
With a new tyre fitted on the ZX14 we set off on Saturday afternoon for Graskop. Those twisties are well
known
and
Grasskop
has a few
sites of
interest.

One could take a lift to the bottom of the Gorge

The first
To a depth of 51m below top
point of
stop was the Graskop Gorge Cable Co site which
opened in Dec 2017. On the opposite side is the
Big Swing. None of the group was brave enough to
accept the challenge to take on the swing. Maybe
all the people who took it on and with their loud
screeching put the group off totally.

Complex has Restaurants, Curio Shops, viewing platforms. For more info double click on link
http://graskopgorgeliftcompany.co.za/index.html
[Continue on Page 5]
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After the visit to the Graskop Gorge the
group rode into town and stopped of at the
well know “Bikers Rest Bar” for a drink at
bikers price. The 22kms twisty route back
to the Rally Site was discussed & who would
led and who would sweep. The ride back to

Well Known Bikers Watering Hole in Graskop

The photos on the walls tells a story - Noted the photo of the
Red & White and many Support 81 on the walls.

Inside the Bikers Rest Watering Hole - one could spend time
reading the memorabilia on the walls and ceiling.

site in the late afternoon it was great and with lots on bikes on road all enjoying navigating those
twisties.

A brief bit about Floreat Riverside Lodge. It is a very popular venue for both bikers and cagers in Sabie.
It is a midpoint to ride out and visit the surrounding sites like Sudwala Caves, Graskop Gorge,etc. One can
book a standard Accommodation - BB [Bed and BreakFloreat Riverside Lodge Buffet Breakfast.
fast] and if one makes use of the Restaurant at the
Lodge for Lunch or Supper one can have those meals
added to the Room Bill and settle on leaving or just
pay for the meal at the restaurant. The Lodge cleans
the rooms daily and supplies clean towels. There is a
Kettle and an assortment of Tea, Coffee, Cremora and
is topped up each morning. Unfortunately no Fridge.
The rooms have a TV, Air conditioner, the Bath can
be use as a Bath or Shower unit. There was spare
blankets and a winter duvet in the cupboards for just
in case.

For more details regarding the Lodge click on the link
https://www.floreat.co.za/
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The Paradise Rally is named “The Enthusiast’s Rally” and if one has not had the opportunity to attend it before then maybe it
should be added to your bucket list. As
Donovan Fourie stated at the prize giving on
Saturday evening that although the Paradise is not one of the biggest Rallies it remains close to his heart. Camping is for free
after you paid your Rally entrance fee but
it can get rather cold during the night. AnFloreat Riverside Lodge - Restaurant / Dinning Hall.
dre had 2 blankets but had to borrow one
of the spare winter duvets to survive the cold night. That’s why some prefer to book a Lodge Room
which is much warmer.

In the evenings there are many fires lit on the perimeter of the entrainment & bar area so as to ward
off the cold even breezes. There are the usually food and other stalls throughout the weekend. A
Band or DJ making the music. During the daytime the site is fairly empty as the bikers are out riding
and visiting the sites in the surrounding areas. It is so now that if one wants to visit the Sudwala
Caves that a pre-booking must be made so as to prevent disappointment.
Refer to http://sudwalacaves.com/ for more details regarding the caves.

Rally Prize giving was conducted from 20h00 on the Saturday evening with Dovovan Fourie as the MC.

One prize of note was that person who travelled on a bike
the furthest to the Rally. This was awarded to Etienne from
Ulysses SA - Durban Chapter. Etienne is a Ulysses Platinum
member and he was firstly at the Ulysses National Rally at
Goudini Spa and after leaving that rally during the week
ending the 26th May he rode up the coast stopping off at
places for sightseeing, rest, stopping at home and packing in
his tent and camping equipment to continue his ride to finally arriving at Sabie on the Friday to attend the Paradise Rally. What is even more amazing is that
Etienne travelled on his own and riding his BMW R1200RS carrying all his weekend gear.

On a lighter note when asked by Donovan as to how old he was his reply was soft and clear “Older
Enough to Ride A Bike”. The crowd really enjoyed that comment.

Sabie is approximately 450 kms from Carletonville via the he Joburg N12 routes or 499 kms via Centurion/Pretoria on the N4. Toll Gates vary from the Machado Plaza charging R88.00 & the Middleburg
Plaza charging R59.00. There are also E-Tolls. Mmmm so start planning now for June next year trip.
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HOODLUMS Day Jol
2 June 2018
With the colder weather setting in for the winter
and with many members seemingly to be in hibernation only 5 brave members rode to attend the
day Jol.

As posted on WhatsApp Chat Group - “Home Safe
thanks for the awesome day”.

From Left: Beatrix, Gerald, Johan, Harold [Chapter Vice]

The WhatsApp posting stated “Ja
ons het nog n maaitjie gekry” on
bumping into Boyd.

All reported Home Safe on
the Chat Group.

Diarise Important Dates
A few important Chapter Dates to diarise:9 June 2018 - Chapter Meeting and Social - 15h00 for 15h30 [DOP & CHOP]
23 - 25 Nov 2018 - West Wits Chapter Year End Break-a-way to Clarens - Die Bus Stop

Other Dates of some Day Jols & Rallies:15 - 17 June 2018 - Ulysses Garden Route - Whale Rally, ATKV Hartenbos Beach Resort, Mosselbay
7 July 2018 - SPCA Charity Run -Wild Hogs Fochville -Ollies Corner Welverdiend. Entry R50 + Dog or Cat Food.
27 - 29 July 2018 - Gemsbok Rally - Upington Show Grounds - Entry R350 & stand a chance to win a Busa
http://www.kimberley.co.za/events/upington/events/gemsbok-rally-upington/
7 - 9 September 2018 - Rhino Rally - Hartebeesport Holiday Resort
13 October 2018 - Ulysses SA Day Jol - Immortal Guardians Clubhouse, C/O Pretoria & Main Road, Boksburg.
7 - 9 December 2018 - Poison Rally - Kroonpark Holiday Resort, Kroonstad - Free State

Smile a While
The mechanic was busy removing a cylinder-head from the motor of a motorcycle when he spotted a well-known cardiologist in his shop.
The cardiologist was there waiting for the service manager to take a look see at his bike when the mechanic shouted across the garage "Hey
Doc, want to take a look at this?"
The cardiologist, a bit surprised, walked over to where the mechanic was working on the motorcycle. The mechanic straightened up, wiped
his hands on a rag and said, "So Doc, look at this engine. I open its heart, take the valves out, repair any damage, and then put them back in,
and when I finish, it works just like new.
So how come I make R329,000 a year, a pretty small salary and you get the really big bucks (R2,800,000 per year) when you and I are doing
basically the same work?"
The cardiologist paused, smiled and leaned over, then whispered to the mechanic................................
"You just try doing it with the engine running."
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